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The $2.1 billion University of Colorado Boulder budget approved unanimously Friday by the CU Regents includes a tuition and fee increase for some students and a pay increase for some staff.

CU Regents approves $2.1B budget for University of Colorado Boulder
Starting Off King's College, in Pennsylvania, is starting a campaign to raise $50 million. The college has already raised 62 percent of the total. University of Georgia is starting a campaign to raise ...

Inside Higher Ed’s News
Ironically, the pro-testing advice from the UC Task Force was conveniently ignored by the UC Board of Regents, which finalized a decision to eschew ACT/SAT and other possible testing alternatives ...

The Corner
They’ll mark the beginning of the next era in astronomy as Webb — the largest space telescope ever built — begins collecting scientific data that will help answer questions about the ...

James Webb Space Telescope finally ready to do science, sees universe more clearly than hoped
like when the late Venezuelan leader Hugo Chávez at the 2009 summit in Trinidad & Tobago gave President Barack Obama a copy of Eduardo Galeano's classic tract, “The Open Veins of Latin America ...

In blow to Biden, Mexico president to skip Americas Summit
Regents call on former Top Gun candidate, college hockey player to be NU system's next president With the new movie set to come out 36 years after the original, Carter said he has had the chance ...

'Top Gun': NU president recalls time at Fightertown USA as original movie was being produced
On Friday, June 24, 2022, the Supreme Court ruled that the Constitution does not guarantee a right to abortion, striking down cases Roe v. Wade and Planned Parenthood of Southeastern Pa v. Casey ...

Read the Supreme Court’s Dissenting Opinion to Overturning ‘Roe v. Wade’ in Full
"Over 9,000 people were killed in alcohol-related crashes in California between 2009 and 2018, according to the Centers for Disease Control." ... 

**California's mandatory Alcohol Server Training deadline inches closer**
A systemwide college for engineering and computer science aims to address the state's shortage of skilled workers. But the effort has some faculty worried about the autonomy of their programs. Plenty ...